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Sexual Harassment Confession
Silent bystanders extend the problem
By Marianne M. Jennings, JD

“I 
knew enough to do more than I did" was the 
confession offered by Hollywood director Quentin 
Tarantino to a New York Times reporter. He then gave 
specific examples of producer Harvey Weinstein’s 

behavior with named actresses and offered his assurance 
that he was not speaking of knowledge through gossip or 
secondhand information. In fact, his one-time girlfriend Mira 
Sorvino had told him about Mr. Weinstein’s advances with her.

He added that if he had done something, he would not have 
been able to work with Mr. Weinstein. Mr. Weinstein and Mr. 
Tarantino had a close business relationship that brought 
both financial success and critical acclaim. Mr. Weinstein 
had referred to his production company as “the house that 
Quentin built” with Pulp Fiction, Inglourious Basterds, and 
Django Unchained being their biggest hits. Other Tarantino 
films that Weinstein distributed included Reservoir Dogs, Kill 
Bill, and The Hateful Eight.

Mr. Tarantino has removed his new script for a Charles 
Manson movie from the Weinstein company, and is 
shopping the script at other production houses. Despite 
a closeness that found Mr. Weinstein giving Mr. Tarantino 
an engagement party just prior to the stream of sexual 
harassment and assault allegations against Mr. Weinstein, 
Mr. Tarantino could offer no explanation as to why Mr. 
Weinstein would engage in such conduct.

While a mystery perhaps exists as to Mr. Weinstein’s 
motivations, no mystery obscures how the alleged behaviors 
continued for so long without confrontation, disclosure, and 
action. All individuals and organizations that make headlines 
for long-running, shocking incidents and ethical lapses have 
several factors in common.

Power
The Weinstein type of behavior cannot continue unless the 
individual involved is powerful. The most likely source of 
that power is the ability to control employment. Employees 
allow bad or illegal behaviors to happen or continue 
without reporting or disclosing them because of their fear of 
retaliation.

An employee at a company once remarked to me that he 
was unwilling to report issues of noncompliance because 
“the first whale to the surface always gets harpooned.” When 
a subordinate engages in illegal or inappropriate behavior, 
we disclose the actions and take appropriate steps. When 
someone above us in the organization, political world, or 
industry engages in illegal or inappropriate behavior, we note 
our dependence on them and simply hope that someone else 
will take care of the issue and take the harpoon for us.

In some situations, those who are authorized or empowered 
to step in share the same fear of being harpooned. In other 
words, the greater the power, the longer the behavior 
continues. No one acts. Not even those who could act do 
so, because at the root of power is success and largess that 
result in our livelihoods. Mr. Weinstein was a maker of stars 
and an Oscar-winning producer with a stream of box office 
successes. Alienating him was career suicide.

Hollywood is not alone in its power structure and fear 
and silence. At the USC Medical School, one dean was 
terminated for drug abuse. Then 18 months later, his 
replacement was terminated because he had settled a 
sexual harassment/retaliation suit brought against him by a 
staff member, something that was not disclosed prior to his 
appointment as dean.
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Both deans were terminated, but only after a Los Angeles 
Times report on the first dean’s drug use (which had shown 
up on Facebook posts) and questions from the paper 
following the discovery of the second dean’s settlement.

In an open forum with the medical students and the 
provost, one student noted, “I really want to talk about the 
culture that’s being propagated at the highest levels of USC 
leadership, and it seems to be a culture that values money 
above all else, especially ethics.” Both deans had been known 
as rainmakers in raising funds for the school. The powerful 
figures were not reported because of the fear of the power 
they wielded with their fundraising abilities.

In the healthcare field, nurses are fearful of reporting 
doctors. Staff members fear pushing back on coding. 
Auditors worry about seeing and saying too much in their 
reports and findings. Administrators are fearful of firing 
research stars or their own rainmakers even when the 
grounds for termination lie in patient welfare.

The greater the power, the 
longer the behavior continues.

Training on the hows, whys and whens of confronting 
wrongdoing or reporting concerns and issues is a necessary 
part of ethics training. Training should drive home the 
follow-up steps employees can take if no appropriate 
response results. The empowerment of encouraging 
employee to report, regardless of who is involved, curtails 
the power of the organizational Weinsteins, lessens the fear, 
and drives home the importance of organizational values.

The bystander effect
Mr. Tarantino was not the only one in Hollywood aware of 
the Weinstein behaviors. From jokes about Mr. Weinstein’s 
behavior at award shows to mentions on talk shows and 
cartoons, one might say that his activities were common 
knowledge. Mr. Tarantino and many others fell victim to the 
bystander effect.

We witness something inappropriate, illegal, and/or harmful, 
but we do nothing. Our thinking on justifiable inaction runs 

through a series of rationalizations: “None of my business, 
really”; “Someone else will say or do something”; “I could lose 
my job if I say something”; or “I am sure that those affected 
will take care of it if they are really being harmed”; “Nobody 
will do anything anyway”; and “Too much trouble to get 
involved.”

People justify their 
inaction through a series 

of rationalizations.

Our rationalized resolve on inaction is strengthened when 
we see others, whom we respect, reaching the same 
conclusion. We become a community with a closely held 
secret. Eventually, we come to believe that we are doing the 
ethical thing: We are saving the community by our sullen but 
mute inaction.

The hesitancy to raise our hands and report what we are 
witnessing makes us part of the problem. Inaction only 
postpones the inevitable disclosure, something that 
generally comes when an outsider, such as a regulator and/
or the media, get involved. Those of us who remained quiet 
but aware carry the burden of what we could have done and 
the taint of protectionists.

The Transportation Security Administration has a motto 
that fits here: “If you see something, say something.” How 
much better the outcome when that initial misstep is 
corrected.

One CEO participates in his company’s training on reporting 
and tells his employees, “If you see me do something wrong, 
tell me. Tell the ethics and compliance staff. Tell general 
counsel. Tell the board. Tell anyone in the company. Tell us all. 
I promise you something will happen to me, but not to you.”

Take action, swift action
One of the rationalizations that bystanders use is based in 
how misconduct reports are mishandled. Employees’ fear 

“I knew enough to do more than I did.”
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Conclusion
Data analytics can be a daunting, and even scary. A 
useful process framework can increase the efficiency and 
effectiveness of your audits. Start with areas where you 
can get quick wins—such as accounts payable duplicate 
payments—and then move into other areas of higher 
complexity and risk. Also, look for and keep those staff 
members that have a passion for this type of work—their 
expertise will pay dividends for years to come. 

David Sems, CPA, CITP, CFF, is founder 
of Sems & Associates Ltd. He has 
extensive experience providing forensic 
technology services to clients in a wide 
variety of industries. David can be 
reached at David@SemsAssociates.
com and (440) 941-7367.

Analytics in your payroll audit can give valuable insight 
into employee behavior and help you spot fraud.

is grounded in fact. If misconduct was reported in the past 
but nothing happened to the powerful figure, the fear and 
silence is greater.

When a higher value is placed on results than values, often 
no action is taken regardless of the number of people who 
are aware. The bystander culture is perpetuated. Action 
cures bystanders of their hesitancies and fears.

Inaction only postpones the 
inevitable disclosure.

Termination is the strongest signal of action, but other 
options, in consultation with human resources, legal and 
ethics officers are available, such as demotion, or reduction 
or elimination of bonuses and pay increases. However, the 
action should be swift so that those who report the issue 
can take with them into the culture the new narrative: “If you 
say something, they do something.”

Mr. Tarantino’s confession is a sad one. He reflects the feeling 
of all bystanders once the harm they witnessed in silence 
comes to light. The great poet John Greenleaf Whittier 
memorializes the sadness, “For all sad words of tongue 
and pen, the saddest are these, ‘It might have been.’” Our 
bystander heads hang low when we become part of the 
problem instead of the means for a solution. 

Marianne M. Jennings, JD, is a Professor 
Emeritus of Legal and Ethical Studies 
at the W. P. Carey School of Business, 
Arizona State University, where she 
taught for 35 years. Her book The Seven 
Signs of Ethical Collapse (St. Martin’s 
Press, 2006) has received several book 
awards, including recognition of the 
Library Journal. Her latest book is 
Business Ethics: Case Studies and 
Readings. You can reach Marianne at 
Marianne.Jennings@asu.edu.
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